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I. Introduction. If 5 is a set, we will denote by G>(S) the lattice of

all partitions (equivalence relations) of S. Whitman [6] proved that

any lattice L is isomorphic to a sublattice of (P(S) for some 5. His

proof shows that, if L is infinite, we can take 5 to be no larger than L;

for finite L, however, his proof only shows that 5 can be taken count-

able. This leaves open the following (still unsolved) problem: can

every finite lattice be embedded in the lattice of partitions of some

finite set?

In this paper we give a "constructive" method for obtaining certain

partition representations of free lattices. These representations are

obtained by a variation of Whitman's original technique in [6], and

make use of both Whitman's results on free lattices in [5] and a result

of Jonsson's [3]. As a corollary we show that every finite sublattice

of a free lattice can be embedded in the lattice of partitions of a finite

set. Furthermore, the method yields some light on both the scope and

limitations of Whitman's technique.

II. Preliminaries. Let L be a lattice. By a weak representation of

L we shall mean a mapping <j>: L—>(P(S) such that <t> preserves finite

intersections. A representation of L is a weak representation which

also preserves finite unions.

If <p: L—>(P(.S) and <!>: L—*(P(T) are weak representations, we say

that $ is an extension of <p if .SCj T and if, for all a, b in S and A in L,

we have a~b modulo $(A) if and only if a~& modulo <p(A).

The following lemma of Jonsson [3, Lemma 4.1] is basic to our

results.

Lemma. Let <j>: L—*(?(S) be a weak representation of L, let a and b be

elements of S, and suppose that a~b modulo <p(Ai\JA2), where Ai and

A2 are elements of L. Let xi, x2, xt be distinct elements not belonging to S,

and defined: L—^(P(S[U{xi, X2, x^}) as follows: for any A in L, $(A)

is the equivalence relation implied by the equivalences of <b(A), the

equivalences a~Xi and x2~a:3 (if A^Ai), and the equivalences xi'~x;2

and xz~b (if A ^A2).

Then $ is a weak representation of L, and is an extension of <p.
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III. Representations of free lattices. We assume from here on a

knowledge of Whitman's paper [5] on free lattices. The following

theorem is our main result:

Theorem. Let W be an element of a free lattice L, and let <p: L

—>(P( {a, b}) be defined by a~b modulo <p(A) if and only if A^W. Then
<p has an extension <£: L—*(P(T) such that <f> is a representation of L and

T is finite.

Proof. We prove (by induction on the length of W) the following

stronger result: let 0: L—>(P(5) be a weak representation of L and let

a, b in S be such that a~6 modulo <p(A) if and only if A ^ W. Then </>

has an extension <!?: L-^<P(T) such that T — S is finite, and such that

the following properties hold:

(i) If u~v modulo <£ (A W/5), where u, v\ie in (T—S)VJ{a, b}, then

u~v modulo $(A)\J$(B).

(ii) If u~v modulo $(A), where mG-5 and v€zT — S, then either

u~a~v or u~b~v modulo $(A).

If W has length 1, i.e. is a generator of L, then we take T = S,

$=$. Property (ii) holds vacuously and property (i) holds because,

in a free lattice, A\JB ^ W implies A ^ W or B ^ W if W is a generator.

Now suppose PF^nJliUj1!'} IF,-,-, where the result has been proved

for all elements shorter than W. (We allow the case N= 1.) We will

construct a sequence of extensions of <p culminating in the desired ^>.

To begin with (* = 1), apply the lemma of the previous section to a, b,

and Wn, U"!" Wij. The result is an extension of <j> mapping L to

(P(5U{xi, x2, Xj\). Now successively apply the theorem (induction

hypothesis) to a, xi, and Wn; to x2, x3, and Wn; to xu x2, and U^i" Wu;

and to xz, b, and U"i!2 Wu. (This is legitimate since Wn and U"!^ PFi,-

are shorter than W.) The result is a succession of extensions of <p

culminating in an extension <i>i.

Now repeat the above process for i = 2, 3, • • • , N, in each case

using first the lemma and then using the theorem (induction hypoth-

esis) several times. The result is a sequence </>, <I?i, • • • , <!># of weak

representations, each an extension of the preceding one. We claim

that $y=$ is the desired extension of <p, i.e. that properties (i) and

(ii) hold for*.
The fact that property (ii) holds for* is an immediate consequence

of the fact that the extension of the lemma in the previous section

satisfies (ii), and each application of the induction hypothesis satis-

fies (ii).
To check property (i) for <£, we first note that each extension by
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means of the induction hypothesis satisfies both (i) and (ii). In light

of the form of the equivalences introduced in each application of the

lemma, we need only verify (i) for u = a, v = b to complete the proof.

Then we have A\JB^W=^i \}f^x W{i. In a free lattice, however,

this implies either that A or B Si W, in which case (i) trivially holds,

or that A\JB^{J]L\ Wti for some i, say »-l. Thus AKJB^Wn and

U"i'2 Wij. But then a~Xi, Xt~xz, xi~x2, and xz~b modulo $(A\JB).

The validity of (i) in each application of the induction hypothesis

during the construction guarantees that each of these ~'s is valid

modulo <&(A)VJ$(B), so we obtain a~Xi~X2~x3~b modulo &(A)

\J$(B). This finishes the proof of the theorem.

As one corollary we obtain a result first proved by Sachs [4].

Corollary 1. If Wi^W2 in a free lattice L, then there is a represen-

tation <£: L—*P(T) such that $(Wi) ?<*<&( PFj) and T is finite.

Proof. Assume Wi% W2 and apply the theorem to W2.

Corollary. Any finite sublattice of a free lattice L can be embedded

in the lattice of partitions of a finite set.

Proof. Apply the theorem "independently" to each element of

the sublattice. The resulting representation of L will be an embedding

of the sublattice.

IV. Conclusion. The difficulty in applying Whitman's technique

(to obtain embeddings of finite lattices in finite partition lattices) is

that his construction "never stops." The above result shows how to

modify the technique so that, for some lattices, the construction does

stop after a finite number of steps. It would be nice if this technique

could be extended to a wider class of lattices, although the author is

somewhat pessimistic about this.

Finally, the author would like to mention two related problems.

First, is every finite lattice a homomorphic image of some sublattice

of (P(5) for some finite S? Secondly, if a finite lattice L is embeddable

in some finite <P(S), is the same true for all of its homomorphic

images? These two questions apparently split the original unsolved

problem into two equally difficult parts.
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